Introduction.
It is now well known that in the category of finite polyhedra the fixed point property is not preserved by the operations of sus- (ii) My0, t) = (y<1 i).
(iii) hiyt, 1) = xQ. Finally, define H by Hix, t) = iGix, t) + x -z)/yix, t) + z.
2. For the remainder of the paper, K will be a finite polyhedron with a given triangulation and f:K -> K will be a map with finitely many fixed points, all contained in maximal simplices of K. There is no loss of generality in placing these conditions on /, since any g: K -> K is homotopic to such an /. A homotopy will be constructed which "slides" a fixed point of / along a broken line from one maximal simplex into another.
The carrier of a point x of K is oix). If 8 is chosen to be sufficiently small, / is a proximity map on pil). If V is then chosen to be sufficiently small, / has the same fixed point set as /.
Now the endpoints of pil) lie in maximal simplices of K. We may assume that pil) intersects nonmaximal simplices of K in only finitely many points.
In that case, Lemmas 3 and 4 demonstrate a method of "moving" the fixed point a along pil). By composing a suitable homotopy between / and / with those obtained from repeated applications of the lemmas, a regular combining homotopy from a to c can be constructed.
The converse is not necessary for what follows, and the proof is omitted.
3. Applications. In Theorem 2 below, a condition on K is given which insures that any two equivalent fixed points of a map /: K -> K be strongly equivalent.
In that case, / may be altered with a homotopy to obtain a map /' which has exactly one fixed point for each essential fixed point class.
The proof of the preliminary lemma, although quite technical, is elementary and is omitted. Corollary 3 also follows immediately from Corollary 2.
Corollary 3. // dim(K) = 2, tt^K) = 0, H2iK) 4 0, and a is a 2-simplex such that K Ci a is a l-simplex, then K U a fails to have the fixed point property.
